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Yalobusha Review
Jim Natal
Walking the Beach in the 21st Century
There are no right angles in nature, yet
 
this driftwood stick I carry has one,
 perhaps a stem of grapevine or hedge trained
 
around
 a backyard trellis.
I use
the stick to poke at slivers of shell, heart
­
shaped agates half-buried in
sand at the edge of the shoreline, encroaching
 
tide erasing my steps behind me.
I prod
a small carcass, crouch to
 
make out its original form from the
 shape of decomposition. 
It
 is as round 
as a skipping stone—maybe a mollusk
 of some kind, fist-sized lump
 of membrane and muscle. Then
I notice
the wires running parallel like thin
red and blue veins just beneath the cracked,
 
encruste





this is the body of a mouse. Not a
 
drowned rodent, wet fur betraying
 the truth of its slightness, 
but
 a computer  
clicker thrown or washed into
 the water. A few steps away
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I find
half a keyboard―the left half where the A’s
 
and S’s and E’s reside. Someone in a literal
 
rage
 against the machine has taken it over  
their knee or, holding one side, has smashed
 it against concrete repeatedly, the way
 
waves  
pummel rocks, thereby gaining some measure
 of solace or revenge for a blank screen.
I stand
at the lip of a lagoon formed where
a local creek blends with the sea, watch a flock
 
of gulls pick at a large fish. The head
is decayed and 
only
 the last half-yard of spotted  
tail is intact. But enough remains
to identify it as a shark. Its tough flesh finally
 
yields to the twist and tug of beaks. The midsection
 is slit, spread neatly as if for an autopsy;




 design of its circuitry.
I see
a hook set in what’s left of the shark’s mouth,
 
a length of clear line kinked and writhing
 in the onshore breeze. Two predators meet,
 one evolved, the other 
perfected,
 unchanged  
for eons. A switch closes. A spark leaps
 the chasm. The program, so complete, falters.
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